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This paper provides computable representations for the evaluation of the probability
content of cones in isotropic random fields. A decomposition of quadratic forms in
spherically symmetric random vectors is obtained and a representation of their
moments is derived in terms of finite sums. These results are combined to obtain the
distribution function of quadratic forms in spherically symmetric or central elliptically
contoured random vectors. Some numerical examples involving the sample serial
covariance are provided. Ratios of quadratic forms are also discussed.  1998
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is shown in this paper that the probability content of cones (as defined
in Section 3) in isotropic random fields is connected to the distribution of
quadratic forms in spherically symmetric random vectors. In addition to
the multivariate normal distribution, the class of spherically symmetric
distributions includes the multivariate-t, multiuniform, sinusoidal and
logistic distributions as well as the Cauchy, Bessel, Kotz type, Pearson
type II and VII, and the Laplace type distributions (see Fang et al. [10],
p. 69, and McGraw and Wagner [22], p. 113). Many test statistics and
optimality properties associated with the multinormal case remain unchanged
for spherically symmetric distributions (see Fang and Zhang [11]). Some
fields of application involving spherically symmetric distributions include
filtering and stochastic control (Chu [4]), random input signal (McGraw
and Wagner [22]), financial analysis (Zellner [33] and the references
therein), the analysis of stock market data (Mandelbrot [23] and Fama
[7]), and Bayesian Kalman filtering (Giro n and Rojano [15]). Studies on
the robustness of statistical procedures when the probability model departs
from the multivariate normal distribution to the broader class of elliptically
contoured distributions were carried out for example by King [21] and
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Osiewalski and Steel [27]. Results related to regression analysis may be
found in Fraser and Ng [13] and Sutradhar and Ali [31] for example.
Several multivariate applications are also discussed in Devlin et al. [5].
Some of the main properties of spherically symmetric distributions are
given below.
The random vector X$=(X1 , ..., Xp) is said to have a spherically symmetric
distribution if it has the stochastic representation
X&WU( p), (1)
where U( p) has a uniform distribution on the p-dimensional unit hyper-
sphere; W represents the distribution of (X$X)12, the Euclidean norm of X;
and U( p) and W are independently distributed (see, for example, Cambanis
et al. [3]). The density of X is then of the form g(x$x) where g( } ) is an
arbitrary density defined on (0, ), the contours of constant density being
hyperspheres centered at the origin. Spherically symmetric distributions are
invariant under orthogonal transformations, that is,
X&PX, (2)
where P is an orthogonal matrix and the notation U&V means that U and
V have the same distribution. The density of the radius W=(X$X)12#&X&
is given by
\ (w)W ={[2?
p21( p2)] w p&1g(w2),
0,
0<w<
elsewhere,
(3)
and can be obtained by changing to polar coordinates and integrating out
the angles (see, for example, Mathai et al. [26]). The density given in (3)
can also be obtained directly by noting that [2? p21( p2)] w p&1 is the
inverse of the density of a uniform distribution on a hypersphere of radius w.
The p-dimensional vector X is said to have an elliptically contoured
distribution if its characteristic function ,(t) can be written as
,(t)=ei t$+!(t$7 t), (4)
where + is a p-dimensional real vector, 7 is a p_p nonnegative definite
matrix and !( } ) is a nonnegative function; clearly any subvector of X will
also have an elliptically contoured distribution. When + is the null vector
and 7 is the identity matrix of order p, X has a spherically symmetric
distribution. This will be denoted
XtSp(!), (5)
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where !(t$t)=,X (t) is the characteristic function of X. If X has an elliptically
contoured distribution whose characteristic function is specified by (4), then
7&12(X&+)tSp(!), (6)
where 7&12 denotes the inverse of the symmetric square root of 7.
The Dirichlet distribution which plays a key role in the derivation of the
results is defined below. A random vector D=(D1 , ..., Dl)$ is said to have
a Dirichlet distribution of the first type with parameters (a1 , ..., al) if its
density function is given by
1(li=1 ai)
>li=1 1(ai)
d a1&1A } } } d
al&1
l
, dl=1& :
l&1
i=1
di ,
p(d1 , ..., dl)={ 0di1, ai>0, i=1, ..., l,0, elsewhere.
(7)
This will be denoted
(D1 , ..., Dl)$tDl(a1 , ..., al).
Furthermore, it can be shown that
\Y1Y , ...,
Yl
Y +
$
tDl \r12 , ...,
rl
2 + , (8)
where the Yj ’s are independent chi-square variables having rj degrees of
freedom j=1, ..., l, and Y=lj=1 Yj (see, for example, Johnson and Kotz [18],
Chapter 40).
The results available in the literature in connection with the distribution
of quadratic forms in spherically symmetric or elliptically contoured vectors
apply only to certain particular cases such as the case where the matrix of the
quadratic function is idempotent, see Fang and Zhang [11], Anderson and
Fang [2], Gang [14], Fan [8], Hsu [20], and Fang et al. [9]. In this paper,
we consider quadratic forms Q=X$AX where X can be any central elliptically
contoured random vector and A can be any symmetric matrix. We obtain
computable expressions for the distribution function of Q in terms of the
representations of the probability content of a cone derived in Section 3, on
the basis of a decomposition of quadratic forms presented in Section 2. In
Section 4, we derive a representation of the moments of Z from which those
of Q can be readily obtained in view of the independence of Z and V. Applica-
tions to the sample serial covariance are given in Section 5 and ratios of
quadratic forms are discussed in Section 6.
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2. A DECOMPOSITION OF QUADRATIC FORMS IN
SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC RANDOM VECTORS
Let A be a real p_p symmetric matrix and 4=diag(*1 , ..., *p) be a
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements, *1 , ..., *p , are the characteristic
roots of A in decreasing order, that is, &<*p } } } *1<. Let
YtSp(!); then the quadratic form
Y$AY=Y$P$PAP$PY&X$4X
= :
p
i=1
*iX 2i =&X&2 \ :
p
i=1
*i
X 2i
&X&2+ , (9)
where P is an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes the matrix A and
X=(X1 , ..., Xp)$=PYtSp(!). Furthermore, in view of (1),
X$4X&W2(U( p)$4U( p))=W2 \ :
p
i=1
*iU2i +=&X&2 \ :
p
i=1
*iU2i + , (10)
where the Ui ’s, i=1, ..., p, are the components of a uniform distribution on
a unit hypersphere in Rd and W denotes the Euclidean norm of X whose
density, given in (3), is positive only on the open interval (0, ). It follows
that for all X # Sp( } ),
:
p
i=1
*i
X 2i
&X&2
& :
p
i=1
*iU2i , &<*i<, i=1, ..., p. (11)
In particular, letting XtNp(0, I ), one has in view of (8) that
\ X
2
1
&X&2
, ...,
X 2p
&X&2+#(D1 , ..., Dp)tDp \
1
2
, ...,
1
2+ , (12)
which is also the distribution of (U21 , ..., U
2
p), and hence for all X # Sp( } ),
Z# :
p
i=1
* i
X 2i
&X&2
& :
p
i=1
*iD i (13)
with *pZ*1 . When accounting for the possible multiplicities of the
characteristic roots, the main result on the decomposition of quadratic
forms in spherically symmetric random vectors may be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Let YtSp(!) and A be a real p_p symmetric matrix. Then
the quadratic form Q=Y$AY has the stochastic representation
Y$AY&VZ, (14)
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where V=&Y&2, Z is distributed independently of V as the following linear
combination of the components of a Dirichlet distribution
Zt :
s
j=1
lj Dj , ls<Z<l1 ,
where (D1 , ..., Ds)tDs(r1 2, ..., rs 2), and the lj ’s are the non-null eigenvalues
of A with respective multiplicities rj , j=1, ..., s.
Remark 1. This decomposition also applies to quadratic form in a
central elliptically contoured random vectors T as
T$AT=T$7&12712A7127&12T&Y A1Y,
where Y=7&12TtSp( } ) and A1=712A712=A$1 .
In view of (14), the distribution function of Q=Y$AY has the integral
representation
FQ(q)=|

0
KZ(qv) hV (v) dv, (15)
where KZ( } ) denotes the distribution function of Z and hV (v), the density
function of V. Note that KZ(qv)=1 for 0<v<ql1 and that, when all the
lj ’s are positive in which case Q>0, the range of integration is in fact
(0, qls) since KZ(qv)=0 for vqls . When all the l j ’s are negative, the
range of integration is (qls , ). When ls< } } } <lt+1<0<lt< } } } <l1 ,
the ranges of integration for q0 and q<0 are respectively (0, ) and
(qls , ). From (3), the probability density function of V=Y$Y is easily
seen to be
hV (v)={\
? p2
1( p2)+ v p2&1g(v),
0,
0<v<
elsewhere,
(16)
where g( } ) is such that g(y$y)= fY (y), the probability density function of Y.
Clearly, a representation of the distribution function of Z is needed in order
to evaluate FQ(q). It is shown in the next section that KZ( } ) can be determined
in terms of the probability content of cones.
3. THE PROBABILITY CONTENT OF CONES
A cone in R p can be defined as follows. A non-empty convex closed set
C/R p is called a cone if it satisfies the following two conditions: (i) if
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x # C and *0, then *x # C ; (ii) if x # C and &x # C, then x=0. For
additional properties, see Guo and Lakshmikantham [17] and Faraut and
Kora nyi [12]. We define an extended cone C* in R p as follows: if
x # C*/R p, then :x # C* for all : real. C* is in fact composed of two
cones, respectively generated by x # C and all the vectors &x such that
&(&x) # C.
Now consider KZ(c), the distribution function of Z=(si=1 li X
2
i )
(si=1 X
2
i ) evaluated at the point c, &<ls<c<l1<. We have that
KZ(c)=pr(Zc)=pr \ :
s
i=1
li X 2i  :
s
i=1
cX 2i +
=pr \ :
s
i=1
(li&c) X 2i 0+ , (17)
which, on noting that the points X=(X1 , ..., Xs)$ satisfying the last inequality
form an extended cone C*, is the probability content of an extended cone in
Rp (that is, the probability associated with the set of points in R p that belong
to C*); in view of the isotropic nature (identical distribution in every direction
from the origin) of the random field associated with the spherically symmetric
random vector X, the probability specified by (17) turns out to be the propor-
tion of R p occupied by the extended cone C*. Geometric arguments will be
used to evaluate KZ(c) when p=2 or 3; for higher dimensions, it will be
assumed without any loss of generality that the Xi ’s in (17) are independent
standard normal variables.
In R2, one can write (17) as pr(:2X 21&X
2
20), where
:=\l1&cc&l2+
12
.
Letting % be the angle at the vertex of the cone delimited by the lines
X2=:X1 , and X2=&:X1 , one has
tan(%2)=X1 :X1=:&1.
Hence the portion of the plane covered by this extended cone (including
the corresponding cone below the X1-axis) is 4(%2)(2?)=2 Arctan(:&1)?.
In R3, the proportion of the surface area of the unit sphere which intersects
an extended cone C* gives the probability content of C*. Let C*/R3 be
specified by the inequality
x21
:2
+
x22
;2
<
x23
#2
, :2<;2. (18)
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Let the surface area of the unit sphere which intersects a cone for which
x3>0 be denoted by S:, ;, # . Since the area of the unit sphere is 4?, the
probability content of the extended cone is 2S:, ;, # 4?.
The method of surface integration in vector calculus is used to calculate
S:, ;, # (see Marsden and Tromba [24]):
S:, ;, #such that \x
2
1
:2
+
x22
;2
<
x23
#2
and x21+x
2
2+x
2
3=1+
=|
D {\
f
x1+
2
+\ fx2+
2
+1=
12
dA
=|
D
1
(1&x21&x
2
2)
12 dx2 dx1 ,
where
f (x1 , x2)=(1&x21&x
2
2)
12, x21+x
2
21,
and
D={(x1 , x2) } \ 1:2+
1
#2+ x21+\
1
;2
+
1
#2+ x22
1
#2=
={(x1 , x2) } |x1 |<\ :
2
:2+#2+
12
,
|x2 |<{:
2&:2#2x21&;
2#2x21
:2(;2+#2) =
12
=
is the projection of S:, ;, # on the (x1 , x2)-plane. Hence
S:, ;, #=4 |
(:2(:2+# 2)) 12
0
|
[(:2&:2#2x 21&;
2# 2x 21):
2(; 2+#2)]12
0
1
- 1&x21&x22
dx2 dx1
=4 |
(:2(:2+#2))12
0
Arctan \:
2;2&:2#2x21&;
2#2x21
:2#2&:2;2x21&;
2#2x21+
12
dx1 . (19)
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The probability content of extended cones specified by the inequality
x21
:2
+
x22
;2
>
x23
#2
is obtained by taking the complement of the probability content of
extended cones specified by (18).
The general case of the probability content of an extended cone in R p is
treated below. Closed form representations of the distribution function of
such a structure are obtained in terms of sums of generalized hypergeometric
functions.
Consider the random variable Z as defined in (13) and assume without
any loss of generality that XtNp(0, I ). Then the distribution function of Z
is
KZ(z)=pr \
p
i=1 *i X
2
i
 pi=1 X
2
i
z+
=pr \
sj=1 lj Wj
sj=1 W j
z+
=pr \ :
s
j=1
(lj&z) Wj0+
=pr \ :
t
j=1
m+j Wj& :
s
j=t+1
m&j Wj0+
=pr \
 tj=1 m
+
j Wj
sj=t+1 m
&
j Wj
1+ , (20)
where Wj t/2rj , the Wj ’s being independently distributed; the lj ’s are
defined in Theorem 1; m+j =(lj&z)>0 for j=1, ..., t; and m
&
j =(z&lj)>0
for j=t+1, ..., s.
Using the representation of the density function of a linear combination
of independent central chi-square variables derived by Ruben [29] (see
also Mathai and Provost [24]), the density function of
U= :
t
j=1
m+j Wj (21)
can be expressed as
gU (u)= :

k=0
%k u:+k&1e&u2;1(:+k), u>0,
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where
%k=ak (2;):+k, a0= ‘
t
j=1 \
;
m+j +
rj2
,
ak=(2k)&1 :
k&1
r=0
bk&r ak , k1, bk= :
t
j=1
rj ckj , k1
with := tj=1 rj2, cj=1&;m
+
j , and ; such that |1&;m
+
j |<1, j=1, ..., t.
Similarly the density function of
V= :
s
j=t+1
m&j Wj (22)
is given by
gV (v)= :

&=0
%$&v:$+v&1e&v2;$1(:$+&), v>0,
where
%$&=a$& (2;$):$+&, a$0= ‘
s
j=t+1 \
;$
m&j +
rj2
,
a$&=(2&)&1 :
&&1
r=0
b$&&r a$r , &1, b$&= :
s
j=t+1
rjc&j , &1,
with :$=sj=t+1 rj 2, c j=1&;$m
&
j , and ;$ such that |1&;$m
&
j |<1,
j=t+1, ..., s.
The parameter ; is chosen so as to accelerate the convergence of the
series; ; can be taken as some average of the m+j ’s, j=1, ..., t such as the
geometric mean or the harmonic mean as suggested by Ruben [29].
Similarly, some average of the m&j ’s may be used for ;$.
Since U and V are independently distributed, the joint density of U and
V is given by
f (u, v)= :

k=0
:

&=0
%k %$&u:+k&1v:$+&&1e&u2;e&v2;$
1(:+k) 1(:$+&)
.
Letting x=uv and y=v, the joint density of X and Y is
g(x, y)= :

k=0
:

&=0
%k %$&(xy):+k&1y:$+&&1e&xy2;e&y2;$y
1(:+k) 1(:$+&)
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for x0 and y0, the Jacobian of the transformation being y. Then the
marginal density function of X=UV is
gX (x)= :

k=0
:

&=0
%k %$&x:+k&1
1(:+k) 1(:$+&) |

0
y:+:$+k+&&1e&(x2;+12;$) y dy
= :

k=0
:

&=0
%k %$&1(:+:$+k+&)
1(:+k) 1(:$+&)
x:+k&1 \ x2;+
1
2;$+
&(:+:$+k+&)
,
and
pr \UV1+= :

k=0
:

&=0
%k%$&1(:+:$+k+&)
_|
1
0
x:+k&1 \ x2;+
1
2;$+
&(:+:$+k+&)
dx.
By Eq. (3.197.3) of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [16],
|
1
0
x:+k&1 \ x2;+
1
2;$+
&(:+:$+k+&)
dx
=(2;$):+:$+k+& (:+k)&1
_2F1(:+k, :+:$+k+&; :+k+1; &;$;), for |;$;|<1.
Here
2F1(a1 , a2 ; b1 ; z)= :

r=0
(a1)r (a2)r zr
(b1)r r !
is a generalized hypergeometric function, (a)r=a(a+1) } } } (a+r&1)=
1(a+r)1(a) and (a)0=1 when a{0.
Then the distribution function of Z, KZ(z)=pr(UV1) can be expressed
as
:

k=0
:

&=0
%k%$&1(:+:$+k+&)(2;$):+:$+k+&
(:+k) 1(:+k) 1(:$+&)
_2F1(:+k, :+:$+k+&; :+k+1; &;$;), (23)
when |;$;|<1.
When |;$;|>1, we make use of the relationship
pr(UV1)=1&pr(UV>1)=1&pr(VU<1)
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and thus
KZ(z)=1& :

k=0
:

&=0
%k %$&1(:+:$+k+&)(2;):+:$+k+&
(:$+&) 1(:+k) 1(:$+&)
_2F1(:$+&, :+:$+k+&; :$+&+1; &;;$). (24)
One can evaluate the distribution functions of quadratic forms in central
elliptically contoured random vectors by means of the results derived in
this section in conjunction with the integral representation given in (15).
4. THE MOMENTS OF Z
The density of a linear combination of the components of a Dirichlet
random vector can be approximated for example by means of Pearson
curves or Edgeworth-type expansions in which cases some integer moments
are needed. A complete development of the Pearson curve system and the
associated selection rules can be bound in Elderton and Johnson [6] and
Edgeworth-type expansions are discussed for example in Johnson and
Kotz [18], Chapter 12.
Let Z= pi=1 *iX
2
i 
p
i=1 X
2
i where the X i ’s are independently distributed
standard normal variables. Suppose that there are n distinct *i ’s among
*1 , ..., *p ; these will be denoted by lj with respective multiplicities, rj ,
j=1, ..., n, &<ln< } } } <l1<. Then Z=nj=1 ljY jY where the Y j ’s
are independent chi-square variables with rj degrees of freedom, respectively,
and Y=nj=1 Yj . A closed form representation of the integer moments of
Z is obtained.
The h th moment of Z is
E(Zh)=|

0
} } } |

0 \
nj=1 lj yj
nj=1 yj +
h
{ ‘
n
j=1
yrj 2&1 exp(&yj 2)
2rj21(rj 2) = dy1 } } } dyn .
Writing (nj=1y j)
&h as 1(h)&1 0 t
h&1 exp(&t nj=1 yj) dt and observing
that
\ :
n
j=1
lj y j+
h
= :
h1+h2+ } } } +hn=h
h !
h1 ! h2 ! } } } hn!
‘
n
j=1
(lhjj y
hj
j ),
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where the hj ’s are nonnegative integers for j=1, ..., n, one has
E(Zh)=
1(h)&1
>nj=1 1(rj 2) 2
rj 2
:
h1+h2+ } } } +hn=h
h!
h1 ! h2 ! } } } hn !
1
(h)
_|

0
th&1 |

0
} } } |

0 _‘
n
j=1
lhjj y
hj+rj 2&1
j exp[&(t+12) yj]&
dy1 } } } dyn dt
= :
h1+h2+ } } } +hn=h
+[h] |

0
th&1
__‘
n
j=1
|

0
yhj+rj2&1j exp [&(t+12) yj]& dy1 } } } dyn dt,
= :
h1+h2+ } } } +hn=h
+[h] { ‘
n
j=1
1(hj+r j 2)=
_{|

0
th&1(t+12)&(h+
m
j=1 rj 2) dt= ,
where
+[h]=
h !
h1 ! h2 ! } } } hn !
1(h)&1 ‘
n
j=1
lhjj
1(rj 2) 2rj 2
.
Noting that
|

0
t:&1(t+12)&(:+;) dt=
1(:) 1(;)
1(:+;)
2;
and that nj=1 rj= p, one has
E(Zh)= :
h1+h2+ } } } +hn=h
+[h]
1(h) 1( p2)
1(h+ p2)
2 p2 ‘
n
j=1
1(hj+rj 2)
= :
h1+h2+ } } } +hn=h
h ! 1( p2)
1(h+ p2)
‘
n
j=1
1(hj+r j 2)
1(hj+1) 1(r j 2)
lhjj
= :
h
h1=0
:
h&h1
h2=0
} } } :
h&h1& } } } &hn&2
hn&1=0
h ! 1( p2)
1(h+ p2)
_ ‘
n
j=1
1(h j+r j 2)
1(h j+1) 1(rj 2)
lhjj , (25)
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for h=1, 2, 3, ... with hn=h&h1& } } } &hn&1 , the latter form lending itself
readily to numerical evaluation.
The moments of the quadratic form Q defined in Theorem 1 can be
easily obtained from (14) and (25): In view of the independence of V and Z,
we have
E(Qh)=E(Vh) E(Zh), (26)
where E(Vh) can be evaluated from the density of W given in (3) noting
that E(Vh)=E(W2h).
5. APPLICATION TO THE SAMPLE SERIAL COVARIANCE
First we express the lag-k sample serial covariance as a quadratic form.
Then using the results obtained in the previous sections, we calculate some
percentage points for a specific example. Given a series of observations
y1 , ..., yT having a spherically symmetric distribution, one can define the
sample serial covariance at lag-k as
Pk( y )=
1
T
:
T&k
i=1
( y i& y )( y i+k& y ) (27)
for k=0, 1, ..., T&1, where y =Ti=1 yi T and T is the length of the series
under observation (see, for example, Anderson [1], p. 302).
In matrix notation,
Pk( y )=
1
T
(y$Bky), (28)
where
y=( y1 , ..., yT)$, Bk=VAk V, V=\I& 1T ==$+ ,
==(1, 1, ..., 1)$, Ak=
1
2
Mk , Mk=Lk+L$k ,
and Lk is a null matrix with the zeros in its k th subdiagonal replaced by
ones. Letting *1 , ..., *T denote the eigenvalues of Bk or equivalently those
of AkV (since V is idempotent), Pk( y ) has the stochastic representation
given in Theorem 1.
The moments of the sample serial covariance can be obtained from the
results presented in Section 4 and the exact distribution function, from
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TABLE I
The Moments of P2( y ) with YtNT (0, I )
Moments Exact Simulated
First &0.1111 &1.1112
Second 0.0926 0.0931
Third &0.0391 &0.0395
Fourth 0.0561 0.0569
Fifth &0.0429 &0.0430
the integral representation given in (15) in conjunction with the series
representations derived in the Section 3 for KZ(z). Letting T=6 and k=2,
the eigenvalues of B2 6 are 0, 0, 0, &- 212, &19, - 212. The first five
exact and simulated moments of P2( y ) are given in Table I for the case of
a Gaussian random vector Y=(Y1 , ..., Y6)$, in Table II for the case of a
six-dimensional multivariate t vector with 30 degrees of freedom and in
Table III for the case of a uniformly distributed vector in the unit sphere.
Note that, in the first case, the square of the norm has a /26 distribution,
while in the second case, it is distributed as six times an F6, 30 random
variable. In the third case, the distribution and the moments of the square
of the norm are obtained from the density of the norm W which is given
in Mathai et al. [26], Section 3.2. Additional results on the moments of
sample serial covariances may be found for example in Provost and
Rudiuk [28] and Sutradhar [30] for the Gaussian case.
Assuming that Y is uniformly distributed in the unit sphere, we compare
some values of the exact distribution functions of Z and P2( y ) with simulated
values in Table IV and Table V, respectively. S-Plus, version 3.2 was used for
the simulations. It is seen from these tables that the values obtained are in
close agreement.
TABLE II
The Moments of P2( y ) with YtMultivariate t30
Moments Exact Simulated
First &0.1190 &1.1194
Second 0.1145 0.01147
Third &0.0604 &0.0604
Fourth 0.1183 0.1172
Fifth &0.1355 &0.1295
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TABLE III
The Moments of P2( y ) with Y Uniform in the Sphere
Moments Exact Simulated
First &0.02222 &0.02232
Second 0.002645 0.002649
Third &0.0001241 &0.0001236
Fourth 1.6198_10&5 1.6188_10&5
Fifth &9.5164_10&7 &9.3763_10&7
TABLE IV
Distribution Function of Z
z From (19) From (23) and (24) Simulated
&0.117 0.010859 0.010859 0.01090
&0.114 0.052969 0.050503 0.05236
&0.1 0.248706 0.248706 0.24878
&0.09 0.324155 0.324449 0.32502
&0.06 0.484097 0.484170 0.48425
&0.03 0.602931 0.602949 0.60317
0 0.701912 0.701930 0.70203
0.03 0.788560 0.788560 0.79057
0.06 0.866585 0.866585 0.86766
0.09 0.938142 0.938142 0.93759
0.1 0.960811 0.960811 0.96080
0.11 0.982957 0.982957 0.98322
TABLE V
Distribution Function of P2( y ) with Y
Uniform in the Sphere
q From (15) Simulated
&0.115 0.000678 0.000588
&0.08 0.115997 0.116611
&0.06 0.227053 0.231827
&0.04 0.366944 0.368500
&0.03 0.444893 0.445665
&0.02 0.525783 0.528000
&0.01 0.611267 0.612610
0 0.701912 0.702000
0.02 0.821731 0.823861
0.04 0.896762 0.897862
0.06 0.946824 0.947059
0.08 0.978521 0.978631
0.1 0.995457 0.995370
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6. RATIOS OF QUADRATIC FORMS
Ratios of quadratic forms appear in various statistical contexts (analysis
of variance, serial correlation, etc). Assuming that the vectors of the two
quadratic forms involved in a ratio altogether have a spherically symmetric
distribution, the distribution function of the ratio may be obtained as follows.
Let
T=(X$, Y$, Z$)$tSp(!),
where X, Y and Z have s, t, and u components, respectively with s+t+u= p.
Then, when the vector Y is common to the quadratic forms in the numerator
and the denominator of the ratio,
pr \(X$, Y$) A(X$, Y$)$(Y$, Z$) B(Y$, Z$)$c+=pr((X$, Y$, Z$) M(X$, Y$, Z$)$0),
where A and B are symmetric matrices partitioned as
A(s+t)_(s+t)=\A11A$12
A12
A22+ ,
B(t+u)_(t+u)=\B11B$12
B12
B22+ ,
and M is the symmetric matrix
A11 A12 0
Mp_p=\A$12 A22&cB11 &cB12+ .0 &cB$12 &cB22
Then, from Theorem 1, pr(T$MT0)=pr(ZM VT 0). Thus, under the
above set up, one can obtain the exact distribution function of the ratio of
two quadratic forms in spherically symmetric (or central elliptically contoured)
random vectors from the results derived in this paper.
Distributional results on ratios of quadratic forms in normal vectors may
be found for example in Mathai and Provost [25], Section 4.5, Sutradhar
and Bartlett [32] and the references therein.
Remark 2. If the numerator and the denominator involve the same
spherically symmetric vector X and the matrices A and B commute, in
which case they can be diagonalized by means of the same orthogonal
matrix (see for example, Theorem 1.2.6 in Mathai and Provost [25]), the
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distribution of the ratio remains unchanged for any X # Sp( } ) whenever the
density of V=X$X has the form given in (16) as, from Theorem 1,
X$AX
X$BX
&
VZA
VZB
&
ZA
ZB
,
which is distributed independently of X. Hence, in this case, we may assume
without any loss of generality that XtNp(0, I ).
As an example, one may take the lag-k sample serial correlation coef-
ficient, that is, Pk( y )P0( y ), with Pk( y )=(y$VAkVy)T according to (28),
noting that P0( y )=(y$Vy)T and V is idempotent.
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